Abstract: Grammar dependent software development and automated grammar transformations have received considerable attention in recent years. This paper presents our catalog of six grammar refactoring patterns that specify the solutions to commonly occurring refactoring problems in the field of grammarware engineering. Patterns are formally specified using extended version of pLERO language, designed specifically for this purpose, while chosen pLERO extensions are also discussed.
Introduction
Grammar refactoring is a non-trivial process of changing the form in which some formal grammar is expressed, with preserving the language that this grammar generates. To two or more formal grammars that specify the same language is referred to as equivalent grammars. Objective of grammar refactoring is adjusting the form in which grammar is expressed to specific requirements considering future purpose of a grammar, while in our research we focus on contextfree grammars, since they are most commonly used formal apparatus for expressing the abstract syntax of programming languages. In our previous work, we introduced two approaches to automated grammar refactoring, more specifically probabilistic approach based on evolutionary algorithm called mARTINICA (metrics Automated Refactoring Task-driven INcremental syntactIC Algorithm) [1, 2] , and deterministic approach based on formal specification language called pLERO (pattern Language of Extended Refactoring Operators) [3, 4] . pLERO is the domain-specific language for specification of refactoring and other transformations on context-free grammars. Core idea behind the approach is to provide universal formal apparatus for capturing and automated application of the knowledge of grammar engineers. Main purpose of pLERO is to uniformly define deterministic solutions to recurring refactoring problems, such as left recursion introduction and unreachable symbols elimination, while to this solutions we refer to as grammar refactoring patterns.
pLERO is currently being developed in two distinct dialects e.g. imperative and functional. Refactoring patterns written in imperative dialect of pLERO are more process-centric, meaning that they are intended for specification of particular steps of a refactoring process, while refactoring patterns written in functional dialect are more result-centric and facilitate understanding of a grammar's structural changes. Detailed description of the imperative dialect of pLERO can be found in [3] , while description of the functional dialect of pLERO can be found in [4] . In this paper we present our catalog of six refactoring patterns that provide generic solutions to commonly occurring refactoring problems. It is not aim of this paper to provide complete list covering each of complex refactoring problems, but it rather yields purposeful atomic refactoring transformations. It is focused on demonstration of applicability and expressive power of pLERO specification language, while provided patterns illustrate diversity of refactoring problems that are documentable and solvable by our approach. Patterns presented are expressed in functional dialect of pLERO, while specification language currently operates under rules expressed in BNF notation. Our work was significantly inspired by research in software architectures, and our understanding of refactoring patterns is largely derived from interpretation of architectonic patterns presented by Buschmann et al. They define pattern as solution to recurring design problem in a given context [5] . We believe that both refactoring patterns as well as architectonic patterns can be understood in the same way, and the main difference between two concepts is application domain. Moreover, in our view both concepts exhibit one important property, which is their heuristic nature. Buschmann et al. stress that patterns document existing, well-proven design knowledge, and as such are derived from experience rather than being invented or created artificially [5] . Important implication of this claim is that solution provided by a pattern cannot be considered universal resolution of a corresponding problem. However it can be treated as appropriate approximation of universal solution, specifically because it has been repeatedly successfully applied. For instance, model-view-controller architectonic pattern cannot be considered universal solution for problem of logical decomposition of interactive systems; however practice has shown that it is solid approximation for most design cases. On the other hand, there can be multiple patterns addressing a same issue providing alternative potential solutions to given problem (For instance, alternative to model-view-controller in the domain of interactive systems design is architectonic pattern called presentation-abstraction-control).
Grammar refactoring patterns
Refactoring patterns are the only first-class citizens of pLERO language, specifying structural transformations of grammar's productions, and as such can be considered generic schemes of refactoring operations. A grammar refactoring pattern consists of a nonempty set of transformation rules, and a set of declarations. Each transformation rule defines alternation of grammar's production rules which exhibit some structural properties, while each declaration specifies additional properties of formal structures that occur in some of transformation rules. A transformation rule consists of a two parts, namely predicate defining structure of some subset of a grammar's production rules, and transformation describing a way in which this structure should be changed. Although predicate and transformation have different purposes, they are both expressed in similar fashion using the formalism of metaproduction rules. Predicate is specified by exactly one meta-production rule, while transformation is defined by a set of meta-production rules. A meta-production rule is divided into a left side describing left side of a grammar's production rule, and a right side specifying structure of a right side of a grammar's production rule. Left side of a meta-production rule comprises exactly one pattern variable, while right side of a meta-production rule is a sequence of pattern variables. Each pattern variable defines homogeneous sequence of grammar symbols, and as such consists of variable name and variable prefix. Variable prefix describes type of grammar symbols that can occur in sequence assigned to pattern variable, and three possible variable prefixes are 't' denoting terminal, 'n' denoting nonterminal and 's' denoting both terminal and nonterminal, while each of this prefixes can be followed by '*' denoting sequence of arbitrary length, or 'n' denoting sequence of exactly 'n' symbols. Variable name serves as an identifier of a specific sequence of grammar symbols, and it enables using this sequence in other parts of a transformation rule in which pattern variable occurs (local pattern variable), using this sequence in other transformation rules or declarations (global pattern variable) and adding new nonterminal to grammar (new pattern variable). Each pattern specification in pLERO must follow the same notion template (Fig. 1) , which has suffered minor changes of exactly 'n' symbols. Variable name serves as an identifier of a specific sequence of grammar symbols, and it enables using this sequence in other parts of a transformation rule in which pattern variable occurs (local pattern variable), using this sequence in other transformation rules or declarations (global pattern variable) and adding new nonterminal to grammar (new pattern variable). Each pattern specification in pLERO must follow the same notion template (Fig. 1) , which has suffered minor changes since its publication [4] due to significant extension of pLERO language itself.
Most significant extension of pLERO is possibility of pattern parameterization, since original pLERO patterns specified only parameterless grammar transformations. Each pattern parameter consists of argument and annotation. Argument can be meta-production rule denoting production rule of a specific structure, pattern variable denoting specific sequence of symbols or integer variable denoting length of a sequence of symbols. Each argument has annotation describing its meaning, and each pattern variable occurring in arbitrary argument is considered to be global pattern variable whose value cannot be altered during the pattern matching process. 2) New symbols: This declaration spe erate new nonterminal symbol that is not that is being transformed and its notion in (Fig. 3 (Fig. 4) spe grammars production rules whose left denoted by pattern variable occurring bef and whose right side exhibits structural by meta-production rule occurring after ' pattern variables included in this decla global, and in case when they occur in a p need for its matching against all possibl the iterator, while if they occur in a transf creation of production rules which contai bindings in the iterator. join n. [variable_name] where [meta_productio since its publication [4] due to significant extension of pLERO language itself. Most significant extension of pLERO is possibility of pattern parameterization, since original pLERO patterns specified only parameterless grammar transformations. Each pattern parameter consists of argument and annotation. Argument can be meta-production rule denoting production rule of a specific structure, pattern variable denoting specific sequence of symbols or integer variable denoting length of a sequence of symbols. Each argument has annotation describing its meaning, and each pattern variable occurring in arbitrary argument is considered to be global pattern variable whose value cannot be altered during the pattern matching process. More detailed description of pLERO language, pattern matching and pattern application processes can be found in [4] . We further only discuss chosen pattern declarations, since vast majority of them was not included in most recently published specification of pLERO language.
Declarations

Variables
In variables declaration global pattern variables are explicitly declared using notion template depicted in (Fig. 2) . Pattern variables that are not specified in variables declaration and are not implicitly global (such as pattern arguments) are interpreted as local pattern variables.
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A. Declarations 1) Variables: In variables declaration global pattern variables are explicitly declared using notion template depicted in (Fig. 2) . Pattern variables that are not specified in variables declaration and are not implicitly global (such as pattern arguments) are interpreted as local pattern variables. 2) New symbols: This declaration specifies a need to generate new nonterminal symbol that is not a part of a grammar that is being transformed and its notion template is depicted in (Fig. 3 
New symbols
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Fig. 2. Variables declaration template
2) New symbols: This declaration specifies a need to generate new nonterminal symbol that is not a part of a grammar that is being transformed and its notion template is depicted in (Fig. 3) . (Fig. 4) specifies an iterator over grammars production rules whose left side is nonterminal denoted by pattern variable occurring before 'where' keyword and whose right side exhibits structural properties specified by meta-production rule occurring after 'where' keyword. All pattern variables included in this declaration are implicitly global, and in case when they occur in a predicate they specify need for its matching against all possible pattern bindings in the iterator, while if they occur in a transformation they specify creation of production rules which contain all possible pattern bindings in the iterator. 
4) Equivalence:
In this declaration equivalence precondition of two sequences of symbols denoted by two sequences of pattern variables is specified. All pattern variables occurring 
Join
This declaration (Fig. 4) specifies an iterator over grammar's production rules whose left side is nonterminal denoted by pattern variable occurring before 'where' keyword and whose right side exhibits structural properties specified by meta-production rule occurring after 'where' keyword. All pattern variables included in this declaration are implicitly global, and in case when they occur in a predicate they specify need for it's matching against all possible pattern bindings in the iterator, while if they occur in a transformation they specify creation of production rules which contain all possible pattern bindings in the iterator.
r parts of a transformation rule in which urs (local pattern variable), using this nsformation rules or declarations (global adding new nonterminal to grammar (new [ 2) New symbols: This declaration specifies a need to generate new nonterminal symbol that is not a part of a grammar that is being transformed and its notion template is depicted in (Fig. 3) . (Fig. 4) specifies an iterator over grammars production rules whose left side is nonterminal denoted by pattern variable occurring before 'where' keyword and whose right side exhibits structural properties specified by meta-production rule occurring after 'where' keyword. All pattern variables included in this declaration are implicitly global, and in case when they occur in a predicate they specify need for its matching against all possible pattern bindings in the iterator, while if they occur in a transformation they specify creation of production rules which contain all possible pattern bindings in the iterator. 
Equivalence
In this declaration equivalence precondition of two sequences of symbols denoted by two sequences of pattern variables is specified. All pattern variables occurring in this declaration (Fig. 5) are explicitly global. Declaration of nonequivalence precondition is specified in the same fashion, by replacing 'equivalence' keyword with 'nonequivalence' keyword.
in this declaration (Fig. 5) are explicitly global. Declaration of nonequivalence precondition is specified in the same fashion, by replacing 'equivalence' keyword with 'nonequivalence' keyword. 
IV. PATTERN CATALOG
In this section we provide catalog of pLERO specifications of meaningful atomic refactoring patterns. In the process of selection of refactoring tasks for which provided patterns are applicable we tended to eliminate refactoring problems for which sophisticated refactoring approaches exist, such as left recursion removal [7] [8], elimination of epsilon productions, elimination [10] of cyclic derivations, left factoring and introduction of left recursion [9] . Our catalog consists of six refactoring patterns e.g. unfold, fold, remove, pack, reduce and 
Sequence
This declaration specifies a need for performing analysis of reachability of derivation in the process of expanding particular nonterminal symbol, and it servers as a precondition of pattern application. All pattern variables included in this declaration are implicitly global.
Pattern catalog
In this section we provide catalog of pLERO specifications of meaningful atomic refactoring patterns. In the process of selection of refactoring tasks for which provided patterns are applicable we tended to eliminate refactoring problems for which sophisticated refactoring approaches exist, such as left recursion removal [10, 11] , elimination of epsilon productions, elimination [6] of cyclic derivations, left factoring and introduction of left recursion [7] . Our catalog consists of six refactoring patterns e.g. unfold, fold, remove, pack, reduce and extend. First three patterns were discovered by Ralf Lämmel [8] and are referred as to refactoring operators, while others are proposed by us. Each pattern is described by four elements schema consisting of specification of refactoring problems for which is a pattern applicable, description of solution strategy for this problem, formal refactoring pattern specification in pLERO language and example of this pattern's application on some context free grammar.
Unfold
Problem
Reducing count of grammar's nonterminal symbols, reducing depth of constructed derivation trees.
Solution
Replacing occurrences of some nonterminal in each production rule with all possible combinations of right sides of production rules whose left side is this nonterminal. In the simplest case when there is only one production rule whose left side is this nonterminal replacing all it's occurrences on the right sides of all production rules with the right side of this production rule.
Consequences
In the case when unfolded nonterminal is non-recursive application of this pattern eventually leads to unreachability of this nonterminal.
Specification
Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 6 
Example
Example of this pattern's application is depicted in Fig. 7 . prefixn]. [variable_namen] .
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pecification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 6 . 2) Solution: Replacing occurrences of the right sides of production rules whose left side is the same nonterminal in other production rules with this nonterminal. This pattern implements inverse operation to unfold pattern.
3) Specification: Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 8 . 
Fold
Problem
Reducing length of grammar's production rules, reducing count of production rules, reducing number of direct child nodes for each node of constructed derivation trees, improving grammar comprehension.
Solution
Replacing occurrences of the right sides of production rules whose left side is the same nonterminal in other production rules with this nonterminal. This pattern implements inverse operation to unfold pattern.
Specification
Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 8 . 
Example
Example of this pattern's application is depicted in Fig. 9. 
Remove
Problem
Removing unreachable nonterminal symbols and corresponding production rules.
Solution
Finding is there any derivation sequence from a grammar's start symbol containing arbitrary specific nonterminal, if such derivation sequence is nonexistent removing this nonterminal and its production rules. 
2) Solution:
Finding is there any derivation sequence from a grammars start symbol containing arbitrary specific nonterminal, if such derivation sequence is nonexistent removing this nonterminal and its production rules. Fig. 10 . 
3) Specification: Specification of this pattern is depicted in
2) Solution:
Creating new nontermi production rule whose left side is this no right side is sequence of symbols conta side of some other production rule, repla symbols with new nonterminal. 
Specification
Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 10 . 2) Solution: Finding is there any derivation sequence from a grammars start symbol containing arbitrary specific nonterminal, if such derivation sequence is nonexistent removing this nonterminal and its production rules.
3) Specification: Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 10 . 
2) Solution:
Example
Example of this pattern's application is depicted in Fig. 11 . 2) Solution: Finding is there any derivation sequence from a grammars start symbol containing arbitrary specific nonterminal, if such derivation sequence is nonexistent removing this nonterminal and its production rules.
2) Solution:
Pack
Problem
Reducing length of grammar's production rules, reducing number of direct child nodes for each node of constructed derivation trees, improving grammar comprehension.
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Solution
Creating new nonterminal symbol, creating production rule whose left side is this nonterminal and whose right side is sequence of symbols contained within the right side of some other production rule, replacing this sequence of symbols with new nonterminal.
Specification
Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 12 . ucing length of grammar's production er of direct child nodes for each node tion trees, improving grammar compre-2) Solution: Creating new nonterminal symbol, creating production rule whose left side is this nonterminal and whose right side is sequence of symbols contained within the right side of some other production rule, replacing this sequence of symbols with new nonterminal.
3) Specification: Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 12 . 2) Solution: Checking if there are two nonterminal symbols with equivalent set of production rules, if this is the case removing one of them and all of its productions and replacing all occurrences of removed nonterminal within all production rules with the other nonterminal symbol.
3) Specification: Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 14. 
4) Example:
Example of this pattern's application is depicted in Fig. 15 . 
Example
Example of this pattern's application is depicted in Fig. 13 . ucing length of grammar's production er of direct child nodes for each node tion trees, improving grammar compre-
2) Solution:
4) Example:
Reduce
Problem
Removing duplicate production rules, reducing count of grammar's nonterminal symbols, reducing count of production rules.
Solution
Checking if there are two nonterminal symbols with equivalent set of production rules, if this is the case removing one of them and all of its productions and replacing all occurrences of removed nonterminal within all production rules with the other nonterminal symbol.
Specification
Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 14 . 
2) Solution:
Creating new nonterminal symbol, replacing all left sides of production rules of some nonterminal with newly created nonterminal and creating rule whose left side is replaced nonterminal and the right side is newly created nonterminal.
3) Specification: Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 16 . The most significant contribution, th on the results presented in this paper, to automated grammar evolution. As s approach presents an appropriate basis theory concerning automated task-driven while the provided patterns as well as som results [4] [2]demonstrate correctness and approach.
In future we would like to focus of alog of patterns, so that it would not o of refactoring, but also patterns of gra grammar reduction. Achievement of thi require additional extensions of pLERO can be focus of our future work.
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Example
2) Solution:
3) Specification: Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 16 . The most significant contribution, t on the results presented in this paper to automated grammar evolution. As s approach presents an appropriate basis theory concerning automated task-driven while the provided patterns as well as som results [4] [2]demonstrate correctness an approach.
In future we would like to focus o alog of patterns, so that it would not of refactoring, but also patterns of gra grammar reduction. Achievement of thi require additional extensions of pLERO can be focus of our future work. 
Extend
Problem
Increasing count of grammar's nonterminal symbols, increasing depth of constructed derivation trees, improving grammar comprehension.
Solution
Specification
Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 16. all left sides of production rules of some nonterminal with newly created nonterminal and creating rule whose left side is replaced nonterminal and the right side is newly created nonterminal.
3) Specification: Specification of this pattern is depicted in Fig. 16 . 
Example
Example of this pattern's application is depicted in Fig. 17 . The most significant contribution, that we expect based on the results presented in this paper, is the contribution to automated grammar evolution. As such, our refactoring approach presents an appropriate basis for creation of new theory concerning automated task-driven grammar refactoring, while the provided patterns as well as some other experimental results [4] [2]demonstrate correctness and applicability of our approach.
In future we would like to focus of expanding our catalog of patterns, so that it would not only contain patterns of refactoring, but also patterns of grammar extension and grammar reduction. Achievement of this goal may however require additional extensions of pLERO language which also can be focus of our future work.
We would also like to focus on increasing abstraction power of the pLERO language, so it would formalize other knowledge considering refactoring problems and context of their occurrence, such as consequences of pattern's application on grammar's quality attributes. We would also like to adopt our approach to EBNF notation, which is structurally richer and would cause pattern matching to be more deterministic.
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Lämmel presented suite of fifteen grammar transformation operators, four considering grammar construction, five considering grammar destruction and six considering grammar refactoring [8] . These operators are in large degree tailored for solving issues of two specific problem domains e.g. grammar adaptation and grammar recovery. Lämmel and Zaytsev introduced suite of four refactoring operators, specifically aimed for tackling refactoring tasks occurring in the process of grammar extraction from multiple diverse sources of information [9] . We were not able to find any reported research considering grammar refactoring patterns; however any refactoring approach closely aimed for solving refactoring issues of a particular problem domain [7, 10, 11] can in some sense be considered a pattern. On the other hand, concept of grammar predicates that are an essential part of each pattern is closely related to recently proposed concept of grammar micropatterns [12] , mostly since they both describe fundamental properties of a grammar. Moreover problem of deciding does some grammar contain specific pattern is both in case of micropatterns and grammar predicates generally decidable (which is fundamental difference in comparison with design patterns), and in this sense each grammar predicate is potentially a micropattern.
Conclusion
The most significant contribution, that we expect based on the results presented in this paper, is the contribution to automated grammar evolution. As such, our refactoring approach presents an appropriate basis for creation of new theory concerning automated task-driven grammar refactoring, while the provided patterns as well as some other experimental results [2, 4] demonstrate correctness and applicability of our approach. In future we would like to focus of expanding our catalog of patterns, so that it would not only contain patterns of refactoring, but also patterns of grammar extension and grammar reduction. Achievement of this goal may however require additional extensions of pLERO language which also can be focus of our future work. We would also like to focus on increasing abstraction power of the pLERO language, so it would formalize other knowledge considering refactoring problems and context of their occurrence, such as consequences of pattern's application on grammar's quality attributes. We would also like to adopt our approach to EBNF notation, which is structurally richer and would cause pattern matching to be more deterministic.
